Christmas Cacophony, 9th December 2012
The second weekend in December was packed with festive activity for the Clifton Antiquarian Club
and CAC Kids. Following the now traditional Christmas outing for the adults, this time to South
Cadbury on the Saturday, Sunday was the turn of the CAC Kids. This was a Christmas extravaganza at
the Little Black Box Theatre in Redland. The crowds arrived on time, no doubt impressed by our
poster outside the theatre – did anybody spot that?
The proceedings commenced with a brief introduction from our illustrious Chairman, Mr Pete Fenn,
followed by the first band of the afternoon – The Donberries. Donald, Catherine and Alice Murphy
entered stage right to the epic sound of the Star Wars theme. The proceedings were thus underway,
with some covers including Imagine, Golden Brown and That’s Entertainment.

Two Donberries on stage

Following the Donberries, it was straight into the nativity play. We had wise princesses, cowboy
shepherds, an innkeeper and, of course, Mary. The play served up all the ingredients of the classic
nativity – a shining star that looked suspiciously like a mirror ball, dolmans, a unicorn, shepherds
tending pigs, a CAC Kids camping lantern, all crafted together through the slick narration of Sarah
Swann. A wandering minstrel (Chris Pritchett) provided musical accompaniment. Our characters
congregated at the manger to bestow goodies on the baby Jesus. Gold and a CAC membership went
down particularly well, myrrh, perhaps not so popular. The performance concluded with a rousing
rendition of We Wish you a Merry Christmas.

….and an angel went up to Mary

“….what is that light in the sky? I wish we had
gone to Astrokids!”

The great effort was rewarded by the first break and a chance to test out the bar and sandwiches
downstairs. We had also distributed Christmas fun packs comprising colouring, Christmas puzzles
and jokes to keep our CAC Kids occupied during the breaks and off stage moments.

“Christmas” with Hannah and Sophie

The next set began with a short poem entitled “Christmas” written by John Swann and recited by
Hannah Swann and Sophie Ellwood, and a splendid job they did too. The four verses complete (and
can be found at the end of this review), it was time for more music as Chris Pritchett took to the
stage with an acoustic set, including his own composition, “Skimming Stones” and, naturally, Angels,
until now, probably best known for the Robbie Williams version. Pritchett junior, Dylan, joined Chris
on stage to offer moral support in this vast and imposing venue and was soon joined by Áine, and
other fans dancing and singing along.

Chris and Dylan

Chris’s Angels

Another break and then time for another poem. This time, our “Ode to 12”, a poetic review of the
CAC Kids year. This was potentially our most challenging recital with over 20 verses, but our CAC Kids
were prepared and up for the challenge and the recital went without a hitch. George had double
work to do in taking on Sophie Shattock’s verses (unfortunately Sophie was under the weather and
unable to attend). He did a fantastic job as a last minute stand in. Everybody really had practiced and
we were all very impressed on how little prompting was necessary.
Maybe not quite up to the literary standards of The Ancient Mariner or Kubla Khan, but
nevertheless, we feel our Ode to 12 worthy of publication on our website and it can be found at the
foot of this review for those who missed it.

Reciting our Ode to 12
Next up were the great Uriah Peet and as predicted served up a classic performance with fantastic
lead guitar from Pete Fenn fused together with the acoustic skills of Donovan Hawley. The set
included It’s Only Rock and Roll, Ziggy Stardust and Layla. Indeed, Peetlemania hit Bristol as the
stage was stormed by adoring fans, but the security team soon got events back under control with
no casualties. This is what happens if you play the Rolling Stones!

The “Peet” in action
Another break and then time for our celebrity duet, with Sarah Swann and Rachel Ellwood tackling
“Last Christmas” accompanied by Chris Pritchett on acoustic guitar. This was fantastic, with Sophie

and Hannah aloft and George contributing in some, apparently useful way on stage. An excellent
performance (and now available on DVD - £10 from K Tel!).

Now that’s what I call Christmas!

The CACTA Awards (Clifton Antiquarian Club Tremendous Achievements)
During the year our CAC Kids have undertaken a broad variety of studies and experiments and this
year we decided that an award ceremony would be fun, with prizes for particular subjects that we
felt that each CAC Kid has shown particular enthusiasm and expertise in. In fact, as with 2011, all our
CAC Kids have excelled in our increasingly challenging projects and experiments. Prizes were
presented by George Swann and Jaimee Ellwood and awarded as follows:
The CAC Kids Geology Prize
We did some great geology research during 2012, and one of our CAC Kids became very adept at
spotting interesting pebbles and depositing them in her Dad’s rucksack to carry around for the rest
of the day. She now has an impressive rock collection at home.
The Geology prize was awarded to Hannah Swann.
The CAC Kids Art Prize
Drawing is an important part of all our CAC Kids activities and we have special CAC clipboards
exclusively for this purpose. We actively encourage our CAC Kids to draw the subjects of our
activities, such as dolmans, standing stones, barrows and even the planets we see through the CAC
telescope. This, we believe, makes the difference between just looking at something, and observing

it. This is the theory, but of course, all our CAC Kids love drawing anyway and it keeps them all quiet
for a while.
The Art prize was awarded to Niamh George
The CAC Kids Natural History Prize
2012 saw quite a lot of beach activity and exploration of rock pools. During these activities one of
our CAC Kids discovered some extraordinary creatures that were retrieved from (and returned to)
rock pools.
The Natural History prize was awarded to Alice Murphy.
The CAC Kids Music Prize
England in 2012 saw two great music events, “CACFEST” and “Christmas Cacophony”. Clearly
inspired by his most talented father, one CAC Kid appeared on stage on both occasions in support of
his Dad and playing the odd instrument.
The CAC Kids Music Prize was awarded to Dylan Pritchett
The CAC Kids Archaeology Prize
2012 also saw our CAC Kids undertaking a real (ish) excavation in Devon. At the end of a very busy
day, with the alluring aroma of marshmallows toasting over a camp fire, one CAC Kid stayed to the
very end and demonstrated excellent skills with the trowel and appreciation of the finds.
The Archaeology Prize was awarded to Jaimee Ellwood.
The CAC Kids History Prize
During the year we have tried to introduce historical themes to our trips, and much of this has been
medieval as we visit castles and secret beaches and smugglers coves. Pirates have been a regular
topic and theme and we now have a pirate expert amongst us.
The History Prize was awarded to Sophie Ellwood.
The CAC Kids Astronomy Prize
Astronomy has been a feature of CAC Kids during 2012 following our inaugural CAC Astrokids
evening in 2011. We have one CAC Kid who has shown great promise in this field, spotting celestial
objects, operating the telescope and even helping to calibrate the astrometric eyepiece.
The Astronomy Prize was awarded to George Swann.
The CAC Kids Geography Prize
Stone circles make particularly good giant compasses and the observant amongst us will have
noticed that some of the CAC clipboards have compass bearings stuck on the back. This has helped
us to learn our bearings and to record orientation of the monuments we explore. One CAC Kids has
shown particular enthusiasm for taking bearings and surveying monuments.

The Geography Prize was awarded to Sophie Shattock.
Well done to all our CAC Kids, we are all very proud of your achievements during the year – these
really are well deserved awards.

The Prize Winners
The awards awarded, it was time for one final poem, Twas the Night before Christmas by Clement
Clarke Moore, recited by Steph and Áine Pritchett. Everybody enjoyed this Christmas favourite.

Steph and Áine

Finally, the finale – the carols. Cacophony took the stage. In the excitement, the sound engineers
forgot the build-up music, but this didn’t matter as the band leapt into a lively Jingle Bells and a

bluesy Rudolph. Some traditional carols followed, including While Shepherds Watched, Hark the
Herald Angels Sing, Ding Dong, Good King Wenceslas and culminating in Deck the Halls. And if this
wasn’t enough, the set concluded with a surprise and superb performance from Donovan and Abby
of a Fairy Tale of New York.
But the show wasn’t quite over, no Christmas concert is complete without Merry Christmas
Everybody, and finally, closure of the 2012 Christmas Extravaganza with We Wish You a Merry
Christmas.
This was fantastic fun for the band, and we hope, the audience.
Cacophony were:
Pete Fenn on electric guitar
Pete Ellwood on electric guitar
Chris Pritchett on acoustic guitar
Donovan Hawley on acoustic guitar
John Swann on electric guitar
Our CAC Kids on tambourines, Christmas bells and other jangly things
Our CAC Kids parents and guests in the choir

Cacophony
Thank you to everybody who attended, to all our musicians and all the CAC Kids. Also, thanks to the
staff at The Little Black Box Theatre: Leighton for the organisation, Andy and Mark, the lighting
engineers and particularly, the man behind the bar. The Little Black Box Theatre, home to Fragile

Productions, is a superb little venue and we encourage everybody to look out for performances
taking place there. Check out their website at http://www.fragileproductions.co.uk/index.html
Our own engineers are working on a little DVD of the highlights of Christmas Cacophony that will be
available as soon as they have figured out how the editing software works.
That is it for 2012, we wish everybody a very happy Christmas and a terrific new year, during which
we shall have some more fantastic CAC Kids events.

Christmas
Christmas time is special,
Our favourite holiday,
Twinkling lights and tinsel,
Friends and family come to stay.
On Christmas Eve, through sparkling skies,
In his sleigh a bag of toys,
Santa flies around the world,
With gifts for girls and boys.
On Christmas Day we eat a lot,
Turkey, spuds and sprouts,
But hang on just a moment,
There's someone we've forgotten about.
Two thousand years ago, give or take a few,
A little chap was born, a baby dressed in blue,
He became rather famous, he had a lot to say,
And this is the real reason, we celebrate today.

CAC Kids Ode to ‘12
2012, a year of education and fun,
Dubious poems recalling all we have done,
So here we are, at the twilight of the year,
Just one final ode for you all to hear.
Our first exploration was just over the bridge,
A stroll in Leigh Woods to the fort on the ridge,
Stokeleigh Camp, over 1000 years old,
We didn't hang around, it wasn't half cold.
Then came the spring, or so we had hoped,
Camping in Wales, our tents bound to get soaked,
Castles and pirates the theme of our trips,
Not forgetting heroic beach Olympics.
Immersed in the Iron Age, we experienced life in a fort,
Explored a Medieval castle, learning all that we ought,
Pentre Ifan was a highlight, a toasty cafe worth the cost,
And so we explored Pembrokeshire, only once getting lost.

Our next trip was Somerset to the village of Wellow,
With a project in mind, to survey a long barrow,
A picnic atop a hill nice and airy,
But measuring the passage was a little bit scary.
Archaeology and geology in a remote part of Devon,
Camping once more, not everyone’s heaven,
One family joined us with a most crafty plan,
A weekend of comfort, in a warm caravan.
We excavated coins, Roman and Medieval
We contemplated the lives of these ancient people,
We learnt of stratigraphy - most elementary,
We studied the rocks - all sedimentary.
Down on the beach, there were rock pools to vet,
Some most enthusiastic and got rather wet,
We hunted for creatures, we spotted a seal,
And then off to the pub, for drinks and a meal.
Lighthouses and shipwrecks, and our own pitch for football,
This was perhaps, the best trip of all,
As our weekend concluded to windy shores we would go,
For some last minute fun at the great Westward Ho!
Summer in England, live music at its best,
And this was the year we held the famous CACFEST,
Bristol's best music event of the year,
Some rather good bands, and plenty of beer.
We had t shirts and badges, historic flags of the nation,
Lasers, lighting and big amplification,
Hog roast and cakes and boxes of wine,
And a dolman of chocolate that was Pentre Ifan.
Industrial archaeology, we don't study often,
So we visited the great beam engine at Crofton,
With boilers and flywheels in full working order,
We learned about pumps and how they move water.
Savernake Forest, where King Henry met Jane,
One wife of many during the big man’s reign,
Upside down through our legs, we measured the trees,
Collected fallen branches and ran about in the breeze.
For our final outing, it was to Avebury we went,
An ancient landscape, time really well spent,
Exploring the henge and drawing vast stones,
What a pity this year, we didn't find any bones.
Time for an experiment well overdue,
An orrery to construct, in the great Avenue,
With planets of walnuts, pinheads and peppercorn,
The whole solar system was slowly reborn.
But not without challenges as we cut to the chase,
The sun floated away, and we needed more space,
The inner most planets together gravitated,
Cosmic cows looked on, quite fascinated.

Given the location, barrow racing was a must
Hannah a natural, you couldn't see her for dust
Neolympic games, by now a favourite no doubt,
Maybe this is what stone rows are about.
And so winter has arrived, the last month of the year,
December, the time Yuletide cheer,
A Christmas festival, at CAC unprecedented,
Our CAC Kids year poetically represented.
We hope you enjoy our music and carols,
Our evening of drama, song and recitals,
But if for a moment, you tire of these chairs,
Remember the bar is open downstairs.
Our penultimate verse, is to the gang dedicated,
with so much enthusiasm they've all participated,
So well done to George, Hannah and Jaimee,
The Sophies and Alice, Dylan’s and Niamh.
And thanks to the parents, for braving the elements,
Putting up with mad plans and crazy experiments,
And so it is, with a toast and big cheer,
We wish you all a Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year.

